
Book Dr. Amanda Now:

www.BookDrAmanda.com

No Fucking Around Mindset Strategies That Magnetize Money
Dr. Amanda - "The Money Healer"

NFA NFA MONEYMONEY TALKS TALKS
PROFIT BASED LEADERSHIP

Learn the science based Law of
Attraction principles to become a
magnetic sales machine.
Remove your unconscious blocks to
selling and enjoy the art of sales.
Apply actionable mindset strategies
to experience the ease of magnetic
sales.
Increase sales immediately.
Reach your sales goals, and raise the
company’s profits.

This Law of Attraction based program is
designed to remove your unconscious
blocks to selling so you can turn into a
magnetic sales machine and amplify your
profits. 

In this session, you will learn the science
behind magnetism and customer
attraction. You’ll understand how to work
through imposter syndrome, fear,
uncertainty, and doubt so you can enjoy
the art of selling. 

Uplevel your magnetic sales mindset to
feel good when you’re selling, attract new
business easily, and enhance company
profitability in this mindset-altering
presentation.

After this program you will be able to:

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com BookDramanda@nfaMoney.com

Amanda is freeeking
awesome!!!  She helped us
narrow our focus so that
we can expand our
influence. She created a
strategy specific to us
that drove our income
through the roof!!!.... 

The real world financial results of this mindset
shift were staggering.  Within a couple of months,
I was able to 2.5X my "stretch" sales goal on a
promotion - and that is money in my pocket. 
 Seriously - go listen to Amanda and do what she
says ;).         

-Regina Peterburgsky of Women on Amazon
Podcast

She’s an international
bestselling author and
speaker, the host of The
Woman Entrepreneur
Podcast and the NFA Money
YouTube Channel. She's
been featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on
how to uplevel your money
mindset to manifest easier
money in your business.

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as "The Money Healer" - is
the founder of NFA - No Fucking Around - Money and the
NFA Money Mama Mastermind. 

I cannot recommend Dr Amanda
highly enough.  The strategies
and tips I got from listening to
her podcast and following her
suggestions gave me the
impetus to change my mindset.

NFA APPRECIATION

-Jason Hansen - Financial Coach
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